HUB NORTH ‘18
Glam-Shower and Pavilion Kitchen Top Priorities

Nothing says Glamping like a hot shower, a good meal and a soft bed after
a day of adventure. This year’s spring projects at the Hub included a new
shower house with full tiled shower stalls and a full kitchen with covered
seating in the Pavilion. Sit down to relax and recap your day in front of the
fireplace, or while enjoying a brilliant view of the northern Presidentials.

The new GlamShower, the
almost-finished
Pavilion kitchen
and Glamping site
“Orion” with a
crescent moon

Orion, the new addition to Glamping at Hub North
Meet our new Lotus Belle tent, Orion. A new addition to
Hub North Glamping summer 2018, this little buddy is the
cutest thing ever. What it lacks with a slightly smaller
diameter, it makes up for in extra headroom around the
edges. Like the others, Orion sits on a solid platform and
is fully furnished with a queen sized bed and linens, LED
lighting, extra seating, a drying rack and fire pit.
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For Hub North Venue, First Wedding Deemed a Success
The

This summer was the first full wedding we’ve seen at Hub North, and it was
amazing. The weather cooperated, the bride and groom and their families were
so much fun, a mobile, wood-fired oven cranked out delicious pizza and
everyone had a blast! So I guess that was proof of concept for Hub North as a
traditional, outdoor wedding venue. We’re definitely psyched to repeat that
success as well as branch out and try something outside the box. Know anyone
looking to elope?

Party tent, cocktails
in the Pavilion and
a lovely, outdoor
ceremony!

Moose Brook Fat Bike Race #5 Shortened,
Race Crew is Going for 6!
Well, it’s a good thing that fat bikers are so game, because Mother
Nature threw us a curve ball for the 2018 Moose Brook Fat Bike
Race. As race day approached, the riding was as good as it gets and
we had high hopes for course conditions. Alas, 40 degrees for over
24 hours ahead of start time was not ideal and the race director
made the last minute call to shorten the course. The biggest challenge
was to be had by those in the back of the pack, and we applaud the
perseverance of everyone who pushed through. Fortunately, 40
degrees is pretty comfortable for social time outside, a beverage and
a good post-race meal. Fun was had by all, and we now find
ourselves again gearing up for MBFBR #6 with similarly good riding
conditions. We’re counting on nice, cold temps for this year’s race in
just 2 weeks time. Come check it out!

Neutral start of
MBFBR 2018
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Continued Glading Efforts in the North Country
Hub North Supports GBA

Warming
up at the
Hub, a wet
day at Mt.
Prospect
and happy
swampdogs at Bill
Hill.

The Granite Backcountry Alliance has made great strides this past year to bring more and more
accessible backcountry skiing to those motivated to seek it out. In appreciation and full support of this
effort, Hub North pitched in again this year to host a glade maintenance day on Bill Hill in Gorham
as well as attending a glade cutting day on Mt. Prospect in Lancaster. These accessible backcountry
glades are proving popular as increasing numbers find themselves enamored with the sport and
looking for safe places to learn and ski responsibly. We look forward to offering more support to
GBA in the future, and hope you’ll come visit us as we promote the Hub at GBA film festival events!

A Sneak Peak at 2019
As we tip-toe into 2019 around the edges of
cycling club events and strange weather
patterns, we decided to have a little planning
session to talk about what comes next. A couple
of martinis and lots of sticky notes later, here
are a few things you can expect to see coming
your way this spring.
• The office (aka Jason’s General) gets a
facelift and some functional upgrades.
• A big focus on some Bike Friendly features
like a bike wash station, better storage and
a mechanic stand with tools.
• Glamp-site redesigns - decor with function
and comfort in mind!

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED
BIKES & BIKE TRAILERS.
Looking for used but
functioning mt.bikes and
bike trailers to be used
for hauling luggage to
tent sites at Hub North.

PERSONALS
HUB SEEKS GUESTS.
Handsome, well
appointed and
comfortable Lodge
seeks winter fun-lovers

Please email us with

to bike and ski it’s trails,
lounge in it’s groovy

any leads at

common space and

hubnorthnh@gmail.com

sleep in it’s restful beds.
If interested, visit
hubnorthnh.com
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CHEERS to You and Yours!
We wish you the best as we welcome
in the new year.
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